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FROM THE GROUND UP

FROM ALUMINUM TO ZINC

FROM ORE TO FINISH –
THE GOLD STANDARD OF SERVICE

THE WILLIS MINING PRACTICE



DIGGING DEEPER
Mining industry risk managers are between a rock
and a hard place. Record losses keep pushing
insurers away from the mining market, while the
world recession is lowering commodity prices and
company income. Finding the right risk
management partner has never been more
critical. The Willis Mining Practice Group is ready
to help you through these difficult times.

Willis has extensive experience in the mining industry, nationally
and around the globe. Our expertise ranges from professionals who
have many years’ experience in the mining industry itself to those
who fully understand the risk solution mechanisms required in your
sector. We have mining clients all over the world, ranging from the
world’s largest conglomerates to small independent operators. Our
clients mine bauxite, coal, copper, gold, iron ore, silver, uranium and
more. From exploration to extraction, through processing and
distribution, we recognize the challenges to your business and the
risks encountered when operating in both traditional and emerging
markets.

Our substantial industry expertise helps us continually improve our
service delivery because we:

� Pool and share knowledge on industry issues and experiences
� Identify and address emerging industry issues
� Identify and cultivate alternative insurance markets and risk

financing possibilities
� Bring together the best resources to place mining industry

programs

This knowledge-based approach has helped make
us a recognized leader in North America and in
many areas of the mining world.
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COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICE
The Willis Mining Practice provides complete risk management and risk
transfer services. We are passionate about helping your company succeed by
being part of your team, transferring knowledge and developing ideas and
strategies that make a difference.

Our services include:

� Insurance and reinsurance program design
� Peer benchmarking analysis
� Industry best practices in risk management and engineering
� Captive insurance consulting and alternate risk transfer solutions
� Information on industry losses
� Enterprise risk management strategy development and implementation
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OF THE EARTH,
OF THE GLOBE
You mine the earth; we encompass the globe. You go
where the resources are; we bring our resources to you.
This is the heart of our Glocal service model – global
resources, delivered locally. We have offices worldwide, so
wherever you are, we’re nearby. Just as you are always
refining the system for delivering product from mine to
market, we are refining our delivery of the vast array of
services and expertise available at Willis.

The core element of our service delivery is your Willis
Client Advocate®. Your Client Advocate is a single point
of contact for everything Willis has to offer, empowered
to go wherever needed in our organization to deliver the
help you need. We are a One Flag company. We have
broken down the boundaries of specialty and geography
so that our mining specialists do not work alone. They
work with specialists in every area of risk you need, and
your Client Advocate makes sure it all happens
effortlessly and efficiently.
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INSURANCE
AREAS COVERED
� Accident & Health
� Bonds
� Builders Risk
� Bullion/Specie
� Construction/Erection All Risks/Advanced Loss of Profits
� Crime
� Directors & Officers Liability/Supplementary Legal Expenses
� Employee Benefits
� Engineering Risk
� Environmental Protection/Cleanup/Rehabilitation
� Financial Risk
� General Liability
� Machinery Breakdown and Business Interruption
� Marine Transit
� Political Risks/Terrorism/Confiscation & Nationalization
� Professional Indemnity
� Property and Business Interruption
� Special Contingency Risks (Kidnap & Ransom)
� Surety
� Weather insurance
� Workers’ Compensation
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ASKING
THE RIGHT
QUESTIONS
Risk management is more than
insurance transactions. Risk
management is aligning your risk
efforts to your overall business
strategy. The issues go beyond day-
to-day operations. We partner with
you to find answers to the important
strategic questions you should be
asking yourself and your colleagues:

� What are our key risks? Which
are insurable?

� What are we getting, or not
getting, from our insurance
program?

� What is our total cost of
insurable risk?

� How does our total cost of
insurable risk compare with that
of our industry peers?

� How do we achieve the most
appropriate and competitive
insurance placement?

� What is our risk retention
capability level? What do we
need to consider?

� Can we more effectively retain,
control or transfer risk?

� Can we more effectively protect
and grow shareholder value?

� Can we illustrate the rationale
behind risk decisions to our
board?

� Are we doing everything
possible to use risk management
as way to advance corporate
governance and compliance
with Sarbanes Oxley?
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CLAIM
MANAGEMENT
The mining industry has experienced
some of the most spectacular and
expensive losses seen by the global
insurance industry in recent years. The
inherent risks of mining, coupled with
significant natural catastrophe exposures
in many areas where mines are located,
mean that these claims are not anomalies.
They should be expected, and you should
be prepared. Willis offers an experienced
mining claims team to help manage the
claim process and to ensure fast and fair
settlement of losses from the insurance
markets. Our claim professionals are
experts at policy interpretation,
negotiation strategy and business
interruption claims preparation.
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INSURANCE
MARKETING
The two keys to successful insurance placements
are differentiation and market knowledge. We
achieve optimal results because we get to know your
specific risks, and we already know the marketplace.
That allows us to find the right mix of carrier and
program structure.

Willis advocates an integrated marketing approach,
focusing on the development of long-term, durable
relationships with underwriters. Through our
exposure to other complex risk profiles, we
constantly build on our wealth of experience to
enhance the marketing and placement of your risks.
Our marketing teams in North America, London and
Bermuda, have experience dealing with the detailed
and complex risk programs of mining companies.

We believe we are uniquely qualified to deliver
independent insurance and risk management
programs at the most competitive terms available in
the market.



CONTACT
Tracy Tucker
Willis North America
Mining Practice Leader
+1 865 251 5274
tracy.tucker@willis.com

Roger Cervo
Willis Canada
Mining Practice Leader
+1 604 605 3673
roger.cervo@willis.com
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